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Praise for Rob Sinclair and Hunt for the Enemy:â€œan excellent action thriller, perfect for fans of
Jack Reacher and Ben Hope ... a great seriesâ€• - Victoria Goldman (Off The Shelf Book
Reviews)â€œLogan is back and this time it is personal ... a spectacular finale to the trilogyâ€• - Claire
Knight (crimebookjunkie.co.uk)â€œfast paced and gripping ... highly tenseâ€• - Sarah Hardy (By The
Letter Book Reviews)â€œThe pace is relentless ... a brilliant story lineâ€• - Treebeard (Breakaway
Reviewers)â€œfast paced and complex plot, full of action, suspense and thrills ... a great story arcâ€•
- Cathy Ryan (Between The Lines Book Blog)â€œfast paced and intriguing as ever ... one of those
you just donâ€™t want to put downâ€• - Liz Barnsley (Liz Loves Books Blog)Description:They've
erased his past. Wiped out his very existence. But Carl Logan isn't finished yet.On the run in a
harsh Russian winter, Logan - once an invaluable asset but now branded a traitor - has been
framed for murder. His own firm, the secretive Joint Intelligence Agency, have labeled him a rogue
operative after two decades of loyal service. The agency is hunting him down... and they're not the
only ones.But there's much more at stake than just Logan's life. One by one, agents and informants
from all sides, all allegiances, are dying. And Carl Logan is the only man who can put a stop to it,
once and for all.
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Hunt For The Enemy by Rob Sinclair4.5* compelling readI received a complimentary ARC copy of
this book from the author via THE Book Club #TBC on Facebook, in exchange for an honest
review.This is the third book in the Carl Logan series, and begins in back in July 2000 in Marrakech
at Logan's first live assignment, his first assassination. Logan now a fully trained agent for the JIA
(Joint Intelligence Agency).Having read Sinclair's previous two books in this series, (Dance with the
Enemy & Rise of the Enemy), I found the first 20% of this book a little confusing, with all the
switches between time periods, but it still grabbed me and gave the background to the story, which
in turn made the remainder of the book exciting. I thought the characters were well described and
each played their part in this complex story perfectly. There are some twists and I enjoyed thinking
ahead and working out who the story was describing before the author revealed if I was correct.
Logan is an extremely tough guy, with a tiny soft centre, which is reserved for the only person he
finds himself dangerously drawn to, time and again, Angela Grainger.This genre never used to
interest me, I had mistakenly thought it was a 'male' thing, spies, assassin's, guns etc, but after
being introduced by a new author to my favourites list I've read several of these type of stories and
thoroughly enjoyed them.This book would appeal to any adventure fans and can be read as part of
the series or as a stand alone.Thank you for the opportunity to read this ARC Rob Sinclair and TBC,
keep em coming.

This series must be read in order to understand the series of events. I have read all three and hope
Mr. Sinclair will continue with Flemings return. The plots are interesting, well developed and
suspenseful keeping you interested to the end and craving more. There were times when I felt sorry
for Logan and wish Mackie would have been truly interested in Logan because he had a similtar
upbringing. Having had 24 1/2 years as a Law Enforcement Officer, I know many of my fellow
officers had agendas but there were several who were friends and I never doubted or found reason
to doubl their friendship. I think these books aren't for everybody but I sure enjoyed them and would
recommend them to those who like well developed plots with twists and turns along the way.

Hunt For The Enemy is the last book of the Enemy series. I imagine the trilogy broken down like a
puzzle with the first two books only scratching the surface of what the overall picture looks like.
Dance With The Enemy and Rise Of The Enemy gave readers just a glimpse into the complex

history of Carl Logan. I feel that author Rob Sinclair gifted the readers in Hunt For The Enemy the
ability to finally begin peeling back layer after layer to discover the true depth of Carl Loganâ€™s
past. As the story progresses, all of the missing puzzle pieces get filled in while revealing the truth
behind why Carl Logan was betrayed.The book is written in the same fashion of the first two with
jumps from past to present day. One specific aspect of the book I thoroughly enjoyed was learning
about Carl Loganâ€™s first few experiences within the JIA. Every one of those help account for the
decisions he makes during present day. This captivated me from the very first chapter. It solidifies
the idea that Carl Logan is a real person who is shaped by his past and questions his own motives
while showing vulnerability and losing all trust. By having his character be so relatable, the words on
the page truly come to life and engulf you in journey.Sinclair blew all of my expectations out of the
water with Hunt For The Enemy. It is the perfect combination of suspense, thrill, action, and
mystery. There are brilliantly crafted twists and turns throughout the entire story. The amount of
detail Sinclair writes with makes the book very hard to put down. I frequently told myself I would
read â€œjust one more chapterâ€• only to be so caught up in the story another hour would
unknowingly pass by.Fans of the series: buckle up your seatbelt because youâ€™re in for a ride
while reading Hunt For The Enemy. You guys. I could not have asked for a better ending to an
already remarkable series.

I know this is a trilogy but please, Mr. Sinclair, keep the series going!!! Excellent series and there is
still so much more to write about Carl Logan. I do hope you change your mind and give us more!I
can't say enough about this book, which could be a stand alone but so much more enriched when
the first two books are read. Well written characters with action and suspense and intrigue. I am
looking forward to another book on anything from Rob Sinclair.

There's a lot to like in this series, with a flawed but admirable hero, complex plotting, and much
conflict and action.Some of the descriptions were too raw for my taste, and chapters that alternated
in both time and location were at times hard for me to follow, especially during the periods when I
listened to it with text-to-speech. One cannot hear italics, used to indicate Carl Logan's Russian
prison period.Your experience may differ.
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